Abstract-The focus of this paper is the improvement of the quality of texture image segmentation. We proposed a new unsupervised segmentation method based on Overcomplete Brushlet transform and Gaussian Markov Random Field. A texture image was transformed to Overcomplete Brushlet domain, in order to extract its high dimensional singularity information. In view of the influences of the spectral information and the spatial correlations between pixels to the segmentation result, Markov Random Filed model is used in the process of both feature extraction and region segmentation: Gauss Markov model is used to evaluate the arguments of the feature field; the probability of the marker field is calculated through Gibbs distribution function based on the second order neighborhood system of MRF. MAP criterion is adopted to obtain segmentation results. We did a lot of contrast experiments, using this paper's algorithm, Markov Random Field algorithm in wavelet domain and Markov Random Field algorithm in Brushlet domain. Those experiment results indicate that this paper's algorithm is an effective segmentation algorithm for it can detect better texture direction information and keep better regional consistency than other two traditional algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Texture image segmentation has always been one of difficult problems in the field of image segmentation, and its research goal is to explore a method which has the ability not only to effectively detect direction information but also to obtain consistent edges. Its core tasks include feature extraction and region segmentation [1] . Segmentation methods based on Markov Random Field model [2] are a class of statistical methods which have good theoretical bases and are good segmentation tools. In the process of image segmentation based on MRF, first of all to be done is to extract the feature parameters based on the random field model, so that the feature field of an image is constructed; then on the premise of the known feature field model, segmentation results are obtained by maximize the probability of the marker field. When the probability of the marker field is calculated, it is usually assumed that the probability of marker field has Markov property, namely the marker of each pixel is only affected by the markers of spatial adjacent pixels. Therefore, this model effectively considers the spatial topological relations between the pixels to ensure the consistency of segmented regions [3] . The effectiveness of feature extraction is the key to improve the texture segmentation performance. In the past decades, popular methods in image segmentation based on MRF model were to combine wavelet transform with MRF [4] [5] [6] . Indeed, for some texture information, the segmentation effect in the wavelet domain is better than the one in the original pixel domain. However, when used to perform the segmentation of similar textures, wavelet has serious confusion. Because of limited directivity of wavelet，it is only suited to approximate point singulars of textures, it cannot approximate optimally and nonlinearly linear singular and surface singular functions. So wavelet is difficult to extract feature information of the complex texture image with different directions. In the process of feature extraction, it is required to reflect the anisotropy of the image texture.
With the deep research of the multiscale geometric analysis, Brushlet was developed by Meyer and Coifman for compression of highly texturized images [7] . For Brushlet's strong angle resolution, multilayer decomposition structure, and good properties to capture the direction of texture information, using it to extract image texture feature will receive better results. Elsa D. Angelini [8] modified Brushlet to provide an overcomplete representation. Overcomplete multiscale representations are well suited for image analysis and enhancement, because they avoid aliasing effects introduced by critical sampling and yield a translation-invariant representation.
Based on above advantages, an effective segmentation algorithm is explored by applying the overcomplete Brushlet transform and MRF to the segmentation of texture images. While detecting the different directions, it also keeps the regional consistency. A number of experiments illustrate the effect of this method.
II. BRUSHLET AND OVERCOMPLETE BRUSHLET
Overcomplete Brushlet Transform is used to extract the feature of a texture image. Overcomplete Brushlet Transform is developed on the basis of Brushlet orthogonal base.
A. Brushlet
Brushlet base functions are orthogonal windowed Fourier bases. A smooth signal window function is divided into the adjacent interval, and then local Fourier analysis is performed in each interval, so as to construct the Brushlet bases.
The two partitions of are defined as 
where , h j and l k are scaling factors, m and n are translation factors, and  b is the window function of the Fourier transform supported on
is an oriented pattern oscillating with the frequency ((x j +x j+1 )/2), ((y k + y k+1 )/2) and localized at(m/hj, n/l k ) with only one peak in frequency. The size of the pattern is inversely proportional to the size of the analyzing window. Brushelet has a similar multilayer decomposition structure with wavelet packet. But each Brushelet base is a complex function with a phrase which represents an orientation of the Brushlet pattern. Considering the complexity of calculation, 2-layer Brushlet transform is used here. The sixteen sets of Brushlet with twelve different orientations is shown in Fig. 1 . The orientations are associated with two different frequencies. The four lattice squares around the origin characterize the DC terms of the expansion. The other squares correspond to higher frequency textures. Because the coefficients are antisymmetric with respect to the origin, only the upper eight sub-bands need be extracted. Brushlet coefficients can be implemented efficiently by a folding technique and fast Fourier transform (FFT).
B. Overcomplete Brushlet
After every layer of Brushlet transform, the resolution of each subblock is reduced to a quarter of the original. Thus subblocks will be smaller and smaller. In order to ensure that the scope of each neighborhood is enough for the feature selection of each center point and aliasing effects introduced by critical sampling are avoided, a kind of overcomplete projection is used by padding the folded signals with zeros along each dimension before folding processing [8] . Each subinterval of the Fourier domain is projected onto a Brushstroke of dimension equal to the original number of elements．And then the size of each subblock equals to the size of the original image, thus the resolution of the local FT is increased. Therefore, there is a 
III. IMAGE FEATURE FIELD MODEL

A. Gaussian Markov Random Field Model
Because Gaussian Markov Random Fields Model 
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}here D is the number of bands of the sample point y s , its conditional probability density function within the region R is expressed as follows by the GMRF model [11] 
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T is the mean vector for all pixels in the region R. η s is a collection of a series of offsets between the neighborhood of the position s and s. Here the second order neighborhood of the position s is used. And θ ji is the neighborhood interaction coefficient of the jth band and the ith band in GMRF model. Σ is the conditional covariance matrix, which is a symmetric matrix and is used to describe numerical characteristics of the relationship between any two bands [12] , and its mathematic formula is shown as follows: 
B. Parameter Estimation
The technique used to estimate the parameters of GMRF model here is the least squares estimation, which is proposed to in [13] . Its parameter estimation formula is Here the second order neighborhood system of MRF is used to describe the image marker field model. According to Hammersley-Clifford theorem, the prior probability P(x) is obeyed to Gibbs distribution [14] : In this paper, the potential function V c is gotten by a multilevel logic model, which is abbreviated by MLL, and V c is here defined as:
Therefor，the local probability of MLL model is
Where, n i (x i ) is the number of markers which are not equal to x i in the neighborhood of position i.
V. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
A. Segmentation Criteria
The maximum a posteriori probability criterion [15] based on Bayesian theory is one of the most optimal segmentation criterions, and it is usually used in the image segmentation based on MRF. The MAP criterion obtains the image segmentation results through maximizing the marker field probability on the premise of the known feature field. It is expressed by
Let E, Ef and El represent respectively the total energy, the energy of the feature field and the energy of the marker field. Ef = -∑logP(y|x) and El= -∑logP(x). And then the total energy is as follows： E Ef El  （11） Therefore, MAP criterion can be expressed by energy function as follows:
B. Segment Process
The image segmentation process is as follows:
 Set the number of image classification and the number of iterations.Compute 2-D FFT of the signal.
 Extract image texture feature. Two layer Overcomplete Brushlet transform is carried out for the original image, thus the characteristic matrix of upper eight sub-bands of the real part are gotten.
 The least squares parameter estimation is used to estimate the parameters of GMRF model, as equation (5) and (6) are shown, while the coefficient matrix got in (b) are looked as a reality of the feature field.
 The feature field energy Ef of each position is calculated according to equation (2) - (4).
 Calculate the marker field Energy El of each position by equation (9).
 After the energy component of each pixel using the equation (11) is calculated, the classification mark corresponding with minimum energy is looked as the new marker of this pixel position.
 Repeat the above last four steps until the end condition is satisfied. So far the markers of pixels gotten at last are segment results.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In matlab7.0, three algorithms including Markov Random Field algorithm in wavelet domain (WMRF algorithm), Markov Random Field algorithm in Brushlet domain (BMRF algorithm), and Gauss-markov Random Field algorithm in overcompete Brushlet domain (OBMRF algorithm) proposed in this paper are respectively used to carry on the contrast experiments for a variety of synthetic texture images. Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the results of segmentation experiments for two types of images, and TABLE I shows evaluations of segmentation quality of each image corresponding of three algorithms, including the overall classification accuracy and Kappa coefficient.
By Comparing images in fig.2 with those in fig.3 , when image 1 shown in the fig.2(a) is looked as two classes of textures, the segmentation result gotten by WMRF algorithm is very good, but when it is looked as include three classes of textures, WMRF algorithm cannot distinguish between texture 1 and 2, as shown in fig.3  (b) .This indicates that the wavelet is only able to identify point singularities in an image, but the recognition ability for line singularities and curve singularities of texture information is very poor.
As shown in fig.4 , there are four classes of textures in image2. When image2 is segmented with WMRF algorithm, the very serious confusion appears; when it is segmented with BMRF algorithm, the segmentation effect has a degree of improvement; however, the effect has obvious improvement, when OBMRF is used.
These experimental results show that the segment method proposed in this paper is better than traditional wavelet transformation method in these respects of the segmentation error rate, region consistency, and edge accuracy. And to a certain extent, they also show that overcomplete Brushlet transformation used as the domain of the feature field can obtain better segmentation effect than Brushlet, when markov random field is used to segment an image.
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VII. CONCLUSION
A combination segmentation method of texture images based on Overcomplete Brushlet and Gauss-MRF in this paper is proposed. The overcomplete Brushlet as a multiscale geometric analysis tool can effectively describe the texture feature, while the MRF model promotes the region consistency and accurate edges, therefore, a combination of both makes sure that good segmentation results are achieved. The experimental results also show that the algorithm proposed in this paper is effective. International Conference on Management, Computer and Education Informatization (MCEI 2015) 
